
SC 350

SC 360

SCAN COIN 350/360  
Coin Counters



Service is available worldwide through a network of SCAN COIN factory-trained service specialists.
SCAN COIN reserves the right to change the design and/or specifications without prior notice.

Founded in 1966, SCAN COIN is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system solutions and services.  
Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of SCAN COIN companies and distribution partners covering some 120 countries. 
SCAN COIN develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions for handling banknotes and coins, and has become  
a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

Ergonomic foot-control. Remote display. Bag holder and reject outlet. Easy access and handling.

The latest coin counters from scan coin, sc 350/360, fill an 

important gap between heavy-duty counters and small back- 

office machines. These high-speed coin counters combine  

superior versatility with many advanced features, which are  

fitted as standard. The difference between the two is that sc 350 

includes a manual hopper, while sc 360 has a larger, automatic 

hopper with filling.

a universal partner
Whether you want to count, verify or bag volumes of coins or 

tokens, you have a reliable and flexible partner in SC 350/360.  

Separate adjustments for coin or token diameter and thickness 

make the SC 350/360 completely universal. Despite their relatively  

compact size, these are both high-performance units positioned 

to meet handling needs between heavy-duty counters and small  

back-office machines.

Versatility at its best
Due to their range of flexible functions, SC 350/360 are truly versa-

tile coin counters. The serial interface makes it possible to monitor 

and control the SC 350/360 from a PC. This offers many convenient 

possibilities, e.g. a controlled cash-out unit for casinos.

TeChniCal SpeCifiCaTionS
SC 350 SC 360

widTh 295 mm/12.0" 295 mm/12.0"
depTh 480 mm/18.9" 480 mm/18.9"
heighT 250 mm/9.8" 380 mm/15.0"
weighT 17.5 kg/38.5 lbs 19.5 kg/43.0 lbs
volTage 110/230 V, 60/50 Hz 110/230 V, 60/50 Hz
power 100 W 120 W
Speed up to 3,000 coins/min. up to 3,000 coins/min.
diameTer range 15-34 mm/0.56-1.34" or 18-38 mm/0.71-1.50"
ThiCkneSS range 0.8-3.4 mm/0.03-0.15"

aCCeSSorieS/opTionS
BgS 1 Bag guide with shelf 
Bg 1 Bag guide without shelf
fC 3 Foot-control 
Ba 5 Bagging attachment (for the rejected coins) 
rd 8 Remote display 
ih 1 insert holder
Ti 1 Tubing insert for prefabricated tubes

competitive performance and price
With SC 350/360 you get a competitive coin counter that offers  

excellent value for money. Several features normally considered 

accessories are standard on SC 350/360 – RS 232 interface for ex-

ternal control, interface for remote display and other accessories 

– as part of an unbeatable, attractively-priced package. Other fea-

tures include pre-selectable bag stops, memory, automatic reverse

function to remove jammed coins, and automatic stop and outsort

function for small coins.

A large number of accessories and 7 pre-programmable quantity 

stops (plus 1 continuous) make the SC 350/360 highly effective fill- 

ing machines, whether applied to coin tubes, big bags or small bags.

Easy access and handling
Compared with competing machines, SC 350/360 provides dramati-

cally improved access to the coin rail, making it easy to open 

the hatch for checking or service. A non-volatile memory allows  

storage of data on counted coins, and electronic sensing technology  

assures high accuracy and low noise. SCAn COin customers will also  

recognize, and benefit from, our standard interfaces and functions.
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